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GLOBALIZATION OF DAEWOO MOTOR:
FROM JOINT VENTURE TO MOST AGGRESSIVE

GLOBALIZATION MAKER CAR INDUSTRY,
BETWEEN GLOBALIZATION AND

REGIONALIZATION

Young-Suk HYUN

GLOBALIZATION IN KOREAN AUTO
INDUSTRY

Auto industry is important to developing
countries as this is "linkage intensive". As a
consequence, most of developing countries that
adopted industrialization strategies usually selected
auto industry as one of the prime candidates for
launching the industrialization of country.

But history shows that it is not easy under the
international oligopolistic market, in which 10
leading countries produced over 80 % of world
production. The Third World has witnessed so
many triais to develop auto industry, for example,
low cost vehicle plan for Asian and Pacific
countries in 1960s, ended in failure. UNIDO
(1984) once worried "the Korean example remains
of great importance, if this project fails, then there
will be no case in the Third World of a producer
trying to go it alone". Korea has become the 5th
auto making country producing 2.5 million
vehicles and 1.0 million exports in l995. There
appear some countries particularly in Asia to try
'Korean path', developing export oriented local
model in technical alliance with foreign makers.

The development of indigenous product
motivated by the Government policy "Long-term
Automotive Industry Promotion Plan" in 1974
could lead more rapid progress of Korea to join the
5th auto making country producing 2.5 million
vehicles with 1.0 million exports in l995. And it
enables Korea to be on the road to globalization of
auto industry.

Korea has consistently pursued export oriented
strategy from the outset to get minimum economic
scale under limited size of local demand. It began
to export car in 1976 and the export's share of
production increased to peak to 53 % in 1988 but it
recently falls below 40 % lever.

The domestic and export demand has
compensated to support production increase by
alternate but saturation of domestic market pushes
Korean auto makers to go abroad. The potential
domestic demand from active the motorization has
compensated export decrease since the fate 1980s
and has sustained the increasing capacity. And it
induced Korean makers to expand capacity rather
than improve quality. But Korean auto industry is
now to meet new environmental changes as the
mature domestic market will no longer guarantee
the continuous growth.



Moreover import ban has been lifted gradually
since 1986 and tariff rate decreased to current 8%.
The import ban on Japanese vehicles is scheduled
to be completely removed by 2000. The
geographical adjacency to meet customer

satisfaction in terms of after service as well as
quality competitiveness might lead Japanese cars to
be very competitive in Korea. Before going abroad,
Korea must respond to the challenge from Japan in
2000.

Fig. 1. Production, Sales and Export of Korean Auto Industry
Rob van Tulder and Winfried Ruigrok (1993) compared the strategy of world auto industry in the point of

globalization and glocalization

Table l: Globalization and Glocalization

Globalization Glocalization

Organization

Basic strategy

Management

Focus of prod

World-wide intra-firm

Comparative advantage

economies of scale

Foreign manager in senior lever

Production for world market

Geographically concentrated

inter-firm division of labor

Introduction of integrated supply

production, distribution

Difficult for foreign manager in

senior lever

Production for local market

Data : Rob van Tulder and Winfried Ruigrok, Regionalization, globalization or glocalization:



the case of the world car industry, Printer Publisher 1993.

Most of Korean auto production comes from
domestic plant as contrasting to other countries.
U.S.A and Japanese auto makers produce 7
millions (41 % of total production 17 millions) and
5 millions (33 % of total 15 millions vehicles) in
overseas plants respectively. At the firm level, the
portion of overseas production is so high as G.M
45 %, Ford 45 %, Toyota 30 %, Mitsubishi 32 %
and Isuzu 45 %. But Korean auto makers have a
low level of overseas production, which implies
that the globalization has a long way to go. The
globalization of Korean auto industry could be
classified to three stages as following.

Aggressive export strategy (1976-1988)
Hyundai initiated globalization of Korean auto

industry as a domestic market leader by exporting
its indigenous model "Pony" in the mid 1970s.
Starting with Latin America and Middle East
markets in 1976, Hyundai exports then advanced to
Holland, Belgium, Italy, and England. But the low
competitiveness forced Hyundai to retreat from
these markets. Hyundai exports to North American
market: Canada in 1984 and U.S.A in 1986, and
were successful in the fate 1980s. This success led
to build its first overseas plant in Canada in 1988-
far ahead of expectation.

Table 2: Exports of Korean Auto Makers

Hyundai Daewoo Kia other Total

1977

1980

1985

1990

1995

1996

7,427

16,244

120,041

225,393

490,454

567,254

68

4,164

879

34,169

263,051

390,571

1,540

4,735

1,322

85,823

270,920

322,426

1

109

865

1,599

68,614

132,023

9,036

14,655

123,107

346,975

1,089,039

1,412,274

Gradual Increase strategy (1989-1994)
The growth of export quantity and the low

competitiveness in quality led Korea to take
contrasting strategy to focus on long term gradual
increase based on diversification of markets.

Korean autos including Daewoo and Kia in
addition to Hyundai entered into Europe, Middle
East, and South America in addition to North
American market and total export increased
rapidly.

Table 3: Korean Auto Export by Region (%)

N-A. Eur. S-A. Asia M-East etc Total Export

unit

1989

1991

1993

1995

1996

78.0

58.6

22.0

20.7

16.8

  7.1

19.5

29.4

27.5

38.5

1.9

3.4

14.9

16.9

12.2

7.3

9.5

15.9

4.2

9.4

1.2

3.0

11.3

9.7

9.4

2.0

5.9

6.6

10.9

14.7

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

355,492

390,124

638,489

1,089,039

1,412,274





Expanding overseas operation
(1995-present)

Korean auto makers are on the way to expand
their overseas operation particularly in less
developed countries such as East Europe, Asia and
South America from the mid of 1990s. In this stage
Daewoo joined as a globalizer in European market
from 1995. The aggressiveness of Daewoo led
Hyundai to be more active in globalization as
Hyundai has been careful to expand overseas
operation as of the early failure in European market
and Canada as before-mentioned. This move led
the export share of North America decreased to
16.8 % in 1996 from 78% in 1989. Europe
appeared as the major export market with over 38%
share in 1996.

Each Korean auto maker plans to achieve 2
million units of production scale by 2000. Hyundai
has a plan to have 1.9 million units capacity in
domestic in addition to 500,000 in overseas by
2000. Daewoo is more aggressive in overseas
operation as shown in its long range plan to have
2.5 million units production, l million in domestic
plant in addition to 1.5 million units in overseas
plants. Kia Motor plans to expand capacity to 2
million by 2005 instead of 2000 year. Daewoo is
more aggressive in the globalization of production.

DAEWOO MOTOR

Motor business of Daewoo Business Group
consists of two companies, Daewoo Motor and
Daewoo Heavy Industry (DHI). DHI produces
Suzuki designed mini car "Tico". Daewoo Motor
originated from the Shinjin Motor in 1955s, which
maintains domestic market leader with Japanese
models until Hyundai Motor began to market its
first indigenous model "Pony" in 1975.

Toyota pulled out from Shinjin Motor, a former
of current Daewoo Motor, in early 1970s, which
pushed Daewoo to establish the 50:50 joint venture
with G.M in 1972. Daewoo has produced G.M
designed car "Chevrolet" "Rekord" and "LeMan"
for Pontiac division of G.M in U.S market.
Daewoo   had   no way   to   globalize   under   this

structure  and  moreover  the   self-reliance
strategy of  Korean auto  industry  to  develop
indigenous model  in  1970s  lead  Daewoo  to  be
behind its new  domestic  competitors,  Hyundai
and  Kia  in domestic  as  well  as  in  export
markets.

Korean auto maker, particularly Hyundai
believed from the stars that if a auto maker in a
developing country, was to become an independent
maker, it would have to grow in direct competition
with the established auto makers in developed
countries. While Daewoo Motor operates under the
constraints of G.M.'s global corporate objectives
since the involvement of G.M. in 1972. It has
produced G.M-designed models under the global
corporate strategy of G.M for 21 years joint
venture period.

The success of Hyundai in the strategy of
technical self- reliance pushed Daewoo to select
other portion to go it alone. Daewoo has requested
the more active R&D and marketing but to meet
fail as of the world strategy of G.M. The
dissatisfaction of Daewoo led it finally to be
independent local firm in 1993, which is a turning
point to be more aggressive in technological
development and globalization.

We can find recent tendency more declined to
self reliance in Korean auto industry. Daewoo
turned to self-reliance posture as shown in their
recent aggressive indigenous R&D efforts and
export-oriented marketing. Daewoo began to
market three indigenous models "Lanos" "Nubie"
"Leganza" in recent 6 months which enabled
Daewoo to be 2nd market leader in domestic
market next to Hyundai in 1997. The new products
could accelerate the globalization of Daewoo
Motor. It established a plan to be world "Top Ten"
maker in 2000 to produce over 1.0 million vehicles
in domestic in addition to 1.5 million overseas
plants

Kia motor, a joint  venture  with Ford and
Mazda also  showed  the  tendency  to self-reliance
to establish  the  exclusive marketing channel for
its  in digenous  model "Sephia" besides the
existing Ford channel for Mazda-designed car,
"Aspire" in U.S.



Table 4: Selected Information of Korean Auto Makers

Hyundai

Motor

Daewoo

Motor

Kia

Motor

Aaia

Motor

Ssangyong

Motor

Foundation

(as bicycle maker)

1967 1955 1944 1965 1954

Main Prod. Accent

Sonata

Avanta

Dynasty

Grandeur

C.V.

Le Mans

Espero

Prince

Cielo

C.V.

Aspire

Condor

Sephia

Sportage

C.V.

Pride

(Festiva)

C.V.

Musso

Korando

C.V.

Prod.

(1996) 1,000

1,297 546 765 53 77

Export

(1996) 1,000

567 390 322 28 25

Foreign

Invol.

Mitsubishi

(10.3 %)

G.M from 1972

(50 %)

but ended in

1992

Ford (16,9%),

Kia's subsidiary

Benz

(5%)

Remark: C.V: Commercial Vehicle; truck and bus

Dawoo Motor data not include Daewoo heavy Industry

Data: KAMA (Korea Automobile Manufacturers Association)

GLOBALIZATION OF DAEWOO MOTOR

Daewoo, a locally owned firm after 21 years of
joint venture with G.M (1972-1992) turned to be
more aggressive in globalization. But Daewoo has
to wait two years more to be on the open road to
globalization as G.M restricted marketing area of
Daewoo to East Europe, Asia and Latin America
by the end of 1994. The real globalization of
Daewoo Motor began in 1995. Daewoo has
become more aggressive particularly in England,
Germany, Romania through direct marketing
channels since 1995. Daewoo becomes aggressive
in FDI in world-wide, particularly in developing
regions as Eastern Europe and Asia-Pacific.
Daewoo could succeed to merge FSO, the largest

Polish auto maker, in competition with its old joint
venture partner G.M.

Daewoo raises very serious question to us
"What is the globalization strategy of Daewoo
Motor" and "Can Daewoo be successful in
globalization in the long run ?" We are interested in
Daewoo as of its aggressiveness in globalization
and how it could get over transition from joint
venture to most aggressive auto maker in
globalization. We can review the globalization of
Daewoo Motor to answer to these questions as
following.

Firstly, the chairman Kim, as a founder of
Daewoo business conglomerate, takes a direct role
and manoeuvers group power to globalize auto
business. This could lead rapid and aggressive
decision making with respect to the globalization
of Daewoo Motor.



Secondly, Daewoo Motor prefers taking over
existing plants by M&A. The experience of
Daewoo Business group to acquitted existing
shipbuilding, machinery, and automobile company
in domestic environments enabled it to be more
aggressive to merger of overseas plants. It has
recently attempted to merger Thomson Electronics
in France.

Thirdly, Daewoo is more oriented to
localization as shown in dispersed R&D activities.

It established DWTC (Daewoo Worthing Technical
Center) by merging IAD in England and GTC
(German Technical Center) in Germany. This
global R&D network enabled Daewoo Motor to
develop three new models simultaneously which
appeared already in domestic in 1996 and 1997.
These new products might accelerate the
globalization  of  Daewoo  as  these  products  will
be produced in Poland for EU  markets  in  the
long run.

Table 5: Overseas Production Base

Hyundai Kia Daewoo Total

N America Canada 10 (89) *

S America Venezuela 2 (96)

Brazil 3 (97)

Venezuela 0.8(92)

W Europe Holland. 0.2 (95) Germany 3 (95)

E-Europe Hungary 0.1 (96) Romania 20 (96)

Uzbech 20 (96)

Poland 31 (96)

Czecho 7.5 (97)

Asia Thailand 1 (93) Taiwan 3 (89) Vietnam 1 (95)

Indonesia 1 (95) Phil. 0.7 (89) China 0.3 (95)

Philippines 1(96) Iran 3 (93) India 5 (95)

Pakistan 1 (96) Pakistan 1.5 (95) Indonesia 2 (95)

Vietnam 2 (96) Vietnam 0.1 (94) Iran 5 (96)

Malaysia 1 (97) Indonesia 5 (97) Phil 1.2 (96)

India 10 (98) Malaysia 1 (96)

Turkey 5 (97)

Africa Botswana 1 (93)

Zimbabwe 1 (94)

Egypt 2 (95)

Total (by' 95)

Country 7 7 4

Capacity (10 thou.) 7.2 12.1 8.3 27.6

Total planned

Country 8 2 6

Capacity (10 thou.) 24.1 6 85.5 115.6

Grand Total (expected)

Country 15 9 10

Capacity 31.3 18.1 93.8 143.2

 * Hyundai Canada Bromont plant: production stop in 1993



Rob van Tulder and Winfried Ruigrok (1993)
plotted the strategy of world auto industry in the
point of globalization and glocalization in 1989 and
2000 as following. These tables show the
difference of globalization strategy of world
leading auto makers. Japanese makers except

Mitsubishi head for glocalization in production as
well as in marketing but Ford and G.M head for
globalization in 2000s.

Table 6: Production and Marketing Strategy of World Auto Makers (1989)

Market

Distribution

Production

Local Reg. I Reg. II Global Glocal

Local

Reg. I

Reg. II

Global

Glocal

Chrysler

Rover

PSA

Fiat

Renault

MMC

G.M, Ford

Benz, BMW

Toyota, Mazda,

Nissan

Volvo,VW

Honda

Data :Rob van Tulder and Winfried Ruigrok, Regionalization, globalization or glocalization: the case of the world

car industry, Printer Publisher 1993.

Table 7: Production and Marketing Strategy of World Auto Makers(2000)

Market

Distribution

Production

Local Reg. I Reg. II Global Glocal

Local

Reg. I

Reg. II

Global

Glocal

Chrysler PSA

Renault, Fiat

Rover

Volvo

G.M.

VW

Ford

MMC

Benz,

BMW

Mazda,

Honda,

Toyota,

Nissan



Data : Rob van Tulder and Winfried Ruigrok, Regionalization, globalization or glocalization: the case of the world

car industry, Printer Publisher 1993.

Korean auto industry including Daewoo Motor
currently is the very beginning stage of
globalization. Daewoo Motor has tried to expand
marketing/distribution with the local plant as other
Korean auto makers. But Daewoo is more
aggressive to expand regional production basis in
less developing countries in Eastern European
countries. The R&D center in England and
Germany might be a favorable stepping stone for
Daewoo to expand regional production basis in
Europe.

CONCLUSION

The following table compares the globalization
of Korean auto makers.

Firstly, From the origin Hyundai selected
independent or self reliance strategy in auto
industry as contrasting to Daewoo started from
Joint venture. Daewoo Business Group acquitted
established 50:50 joint venture with G.M in 1978.
Under the management of G.M. Daewoo could not
manoeuver globalization strategy independently as
contrasting its competitors Hyundai and Kia.
Daewoo could start to globalize as the OEM
supplier of Opel-designed model "LeMans" for
G.M from the mid 1980s, a decade later than
Hyundai Motor.

Secondly, Daewoo shows more active capability
in marketing and international financing in the
globalization process. The aggressive marketing
strategy of Daewoo could compensate the
relatively outdated product in the globalization.

Thirdly, Daewoo heads for global network of
R&D in comparison with Hyundai. The urgent
need of Daewoo to develop its indigenous models
simultaneously in 1990s after the farewell to G.M
lead it to establish global network to support low
capability of new product development. But this
global network in R&D might lead Daewoo to
more glocalization base in the long run.

Fourthly, the financing method of Daewoo in
globalization is different from Hyundai. Hyundai
prefers to local financing but Daewoo prefers
international financing. The low liquidity Daewoo

lead it to be more dependent on international
financing with the experience of trading business in
international market.

Last but not least, the history of globalization of
Daewoo is very short in comparison of other
makers as it started in early 1990 but the speed of
globalization of Daewoo is so fast and aggressive
as already shown. Daewoo affords our attention as
it has tried to get over the challenges to transit from
the 21 years joint venture to the most aggressive
globalization auto maker in Korea.

The zest for globalization lead it to be most
aggressive globalization maker in Korea. Daewoo
made a success in the globalization in European
countries with old model car originally designed by
G.M or Opel during the joint venture period. The
active marketing and financing could be regarded
as the important factors to the success of
Globalization of Daewoo so far.

The recent successful development of three
distinct  models led Daewoo to be second market
leader in  domestic market in 1997. Daewoo aims
to be a market leader to compete  the current
leader, Hyundai in  domestic market. The new
model cars will be marketed  in foreign machetes
including North American  market soon. But
Daewoo and other Korean  auto  makers  have to
meet so many challenges  to be a  world
independent auto maker.

To be an independent auto maker and to be
global top ten as in Daewoo's long range plan, with
2.5 million production in domestic (1.0 million) as
well as in overseas plants (1.5 million) could not
achieved without the success of globalization. The
leadership in domestic market might be another
important factor. Korean auto makers including
Daewoo has to meet the challenges from the
Japanese auto industry in domestic market from the
beginning 2000.

The severe competition in world auto industry
induces the forecasting that only global top ten auto
makers could survive in the 2000s. We need more
time to see whether or not Daewoo could meet the
success the globalization and how Korean auto
maker, Daewoo could get over the manifolds
challenges to be a global auto maker.
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Table 8: Globalization of Korean Auto Makers

Hyundai Daewoo Kia

Dev. Strategy Self-reliance Joint venture but self
Reliance from 1993

Alliance with Ford, Mazda

Foreign invol. Mitsubishi (10.3%)
From 1972

G. M (50%)
But ended in 1992

Ford (16.9%)

Stage of Globalization - transplant: 1989 Canada
- re-expansion of over-
seas production in 1990s

- OEM export until 1992
As G.M joint venture
- aggressive globalization
export and overseas prod

since 1993

- OEM export Mazda
designed car to U.S by
Ford
- independent marketing

in U.S since 1993

Impetus of Globalization - domestic market

stagnation
- global top 10 maker

- 3rd ranker in Korea

- survival strategy as
independent firm
- global management of
Daewoo business group

- demand creation

Globalization - producing and
marketing

- global network in
production

- focused on Asian market

Strategy In global market
- localization

Marketing and R&D -
localization

- KD operation

Source of Globalization - product technology
- market leader
- Hyundai group power

- chairman Kim
- Daewoo group power

- product technology
- alliance

FDI area N-America: direct export
Eu: direct export with
production system
Asia: local product

Asian car

Investment on developing
Economics: Eastern
Europe, Asia, China

- Asia, Russia
Nat'l car: Indonesia

Method Building new plant

100 % investment

Taking over of old plant

And building new plant

Kd operation

Joint venture for
Join national car project

R & d Headquarters oriented

Localization

Global alliance network Headquarters and alliance

Financing Local financing International financing Alliance with local

Base of globalization India, Turkey Poland Indonesia
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